James Atkins, TE Connectivity

TE Connectivity is the world’s largest provider of connectivity solutions. The organisation offers its clients a worldwide supply chain and logistical support — with a truly local presence, like the one right here on the Central Coast.

James Atkins took on an apprenticeship role, under the Memorandum of Understanding Wallarah 2 entered into with Central Coast Group Training. The apprenticeship has seen him work under the supervision of his manager Alex McCormack in the production of Utelux Custom Connections.

James walked in having only ever worked with wood, now he has learnt how to work with metal and use complex and state-of-the-art equipment worth $100,000 and more.”

James, who is finishing high school alongside the apprenticeship said, “I am really enjoying my time at TE Connectivity, I am working on really interesting jobs and have had the opportunity to be hands-on... and despite the strong learning curve I am pleased to report I haven’t broken anything yet!

“I’ve also been lucky to have a great team here to support me in my learning, including Justin who is a third year apprentice who has been able to share his knowledge with me.”

Alec McCormack said, “It is wonderful to see how well James has adapted and how much he has learnt since he joined us.
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Alec McCormack, who undertakes eight weekly reviews with James and Central Coast Group Training to monitor James’ progress, said it has been a great opportunity for both TE Connectivity and James taking part in the apprenticeship scheme with Wallarah 2.
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David Grime, Express Lube Tuggerah

Naithan Roberts, Floor Manager of Express Lube Tuggerah, said the whole experience with working with Wallarah, who are sponsoring David, and Central Coast Group Training has been a huge success. “David is just one of the apprentices Express Lube employ across the Coast, but it has been made so easy working in conjunction with Central Coast Group Training and Wallarah 2.”

David said he’s enjoying being on the tools and learning from other skilled mechanics but is finding the TAFE component of his apprenticeship equally as rewarding.

“Having the opportunity to start my apprenticeship while I complete school has meant I can get a head start on gaining the experience I will need once I finish school. This apprenticeship has opened a lot of doors for me.”

David Grime, a senior student from Wyong Trade High School, has taken up an apprentice position at Express Lube as part of the agreement between Wallarah 2 and Central Coast Group Training. The initiative is intended to support young people on the Central Coast transition into a trade.

Express Lube, is 100 per cent Australian owned and started on the Central Coast in 2009, expanding to three stores across the Coast today.

Offering a ‘no appointment’, ‘while you wait’ service, David said it’s an exciting place to work, with no two days the same. “It’s been amazing working at Express Lube so far, I’ve had lots of support from the trained mechanics and am now confident doing a basic service on my own, which is really rewarding.”
DNA Electrical has been operating on the Central Coast for more than 20 years and is currently taking on three apprentices at various stages. Having recently changed professions, Gavin is a mature-aged first year electrical apprentice and said that he is thoroughly enjoying his time with DNA Electrical.

“It’s going great, I’m learning a lot,” said Gavin, who is undertaking the study portion of his apprenticeship at Hunter TAFE’s Wyong Campus.

“Being a little older, I found it difficult to get an apprenticeship but I was really interested in gaining skills in the electrical trade because it’s such a varied job and there are lots of different options available to you when you finish,” he added.

Gavin’s Manager at DNA Electrical, Steve Christie said that a mature-aged apprentice such as Gavin has been a positive addition to the team.

“It’s great to have someone with such a strong work ethic, who is self-motivated and eager to learn,” said Steve.

Steve explained that taking on a new apprentice can be a huge obligation, particularly financially, and that the funding and support from Wallarah 2 has helped eliminate some of that pressure.

“Wallarah’s sponsorship made the decision to take on an apprentice much easier and we couldn’t be happier to have Gavin join our team,” Steve added.

Central Coast Group Training has been monitoring Gavin’s process with ongoing performance assessments and so far, he has received fantastic feedback.
Robert Cox, Brian Hilton Motor Group Wyong

Robert, a local Charmhaven resident, joined the team at Brian Hilton working one day a week as part of the first year of his apprenticeship.

Robert, who is getting experience across all sides of the business, from mechanics to customer service, said he was “enjoying the opportunity to have a real-life hands-on learning experience.”

“I’ve had the benefit of driving the courtesy vehicle and liaising with customers and am looking forward to continuing my training with the mechanics.”

Ashley Donnelly, service manager at Brian Hilton expressed his appreciation of Robert’s work ethic and ability to adapt in a busy workplace.

“We’ve had to throw Robert in the deep end a few times and he has always responded enthusiastically, showing his genuine willingness to learn and understand all elements of the operation.”

Ashley described the added value apprentices can contribute to the business and his pleasure at partnering with Wallarah 2 in supporting young locals.

“It’s great having Robert onboard. Cars are getting more and more technical, it’s not all about the oil and filter changes anymore. Robert is technically minded so a lot of the newer hi-tech stuff comes really naturally to him,” added Ashley.
Central Coast resident, Robert Ryan is thrilled to be undertaking a mechanical apprenticeship at Suspension Concepts at North Wyong, made possible with the assistance of Wallarah 2 Coal Project and Central Coast Group Training.

Robert was always destined to work with his hands, dismantling Tamagotches, lawnmowers and everything in between during his youth. He is enjoying his new position at Suspension Concepts, who are housed in a very impressive Central Coast Group Training complex built with Federal Government funding as a training centre to help school leavers gain employment.

Suspension Concepts owner, Greg Nolan says they manufacture and install performance suspension into all kinds of motor vehicles but work primarily on race cars and also export custom made parts to England and New Zealand. Many of his clientele are mining people from the Hunter Valley. Greg also mentors an Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering student from Newcastle University who is undertaking a Diploma in Motor Sports III one day per week in his workshop.

Robert’s apprenticeship has been made possible through a Memorandum of Understanding between Central Coast Group Training and the Wallarah 2 Coal Project who continue to provide funding and support to apprentices seeking placement in the electrical, automotive and engineering trades.

After leaving McKillop College at Warnervale, Robert started a Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical) Degree at Newcastle University but soon realised the extensive theory wasn’t for him and he wanted to pursue a more hands-on career. He is thoroughly enjoying his first few months at Suspension Concepts.

Partnering with businesses in the Wyong Shire area, Central Coast Group Training has organised the placement of two new school-based apprentices and three new full time apprentices in 2017 under the agreement with Wallarah 2.
16 year old Wadalba student, Nicholas Zepantis has taken on a school-based mechanical apprenticeship with Express Lube at Tuggerah.

This has been made possible through a Memorandum of Understanding between Central Coast Group Training and the Wallarah 2 Coal Project who continue to provide funding and support to apprentices seeking placement in the electrical, automotive and engineering trades.

Partnering with businesses in the Wyong Shire area, Central Coast Group Training has organised the placement of two new school-based apprentices and three new full time apprentices in 2017 under the agreement with Wallarah 2.

Nicholas is one of the new school-based apprentices supported by Wallarah 2 and is enjoying his first few months in the mechanical trade. Nicholas is the second eldest of five children who all have a love of cars. Nicholas says his dream car would probably be a rotary engined vehicle and he can’t wait to get his driver’s licence early next year.

As a school-based apprentice, Nicholas spends three days a week at school, with the other two days spent at TAFE and Express Lube. By the time he graduates high school he will only have three years left of his mechanical apprenticeship.

Peter Smith, Environment and Community Manager of the Wallarah 2 Coal Project, was delighted to meet Nicholas on the job recently and says that Wallarah 2 is proud to support the growth of youth employment on the Central Coast.

“Central Coast Group Training plays a pivotal role in placing people in apprenticeships and traineeships with host employers, helping business owners bear some of the grunt of taking on an apprentice,” said Peter.

“It’s great to also have the outstanding support of an employer such as Express Tube, Tuggerah who really promote the concept of taking on school-based apprentices that allow students to complete their senior years at high school, while also getting their foot in the door within their chosen trade. Nick is the 10th apprentice to train here at Express Lube” concluded Peter.
Seventeen year old Shelly Beach local, Caleb McGowan has used an old school approach to secure himself an apprenticeship with Shelly Beach Mechanical.

Caleb completed his senior studies at Tuggerah Lakes Secondary College, The Entrance last year and during final semester, Caleb took part in a two week training course organised by his campus and facilitated by Central Coast Group Training (CCGT).

It was on completion of this training course that Caleb decided that a career in the mechanical trade was what he wanted to persue.

A courageous effort and old fashioned approach by Caleb to Shelly Beach Mechanical’s new owner, Nathan Elwin secured Caleb an apprenticeship in Automotive Light Vehicles.

Caleb just walked in one day and enquired about mechanical apprenticeships, said Nathan. He told me he had always wanted to be a motor mechanic and lived just around the corner and had his driver’s licence, added Nathan.

Caleb also mentioned the training course he completed through Central Coast Group Training last year, so I contacted CCGT and signed up as a host employer through the Apprenticeship program they have with Wallarah 2 Coal Project.

Peter Smith, Environment and Community Manager of the Wallarah 2 Coal Project had the pleasure of meeting Caleb in the workshop of Shelly Beach Mechanical last week and says that Caleb is another fine example of the quality apprentices that Wallarah 2 are proudly supporting through the apprenticeship program and our affiliation with Central Coast Group Training (CCGT).

“We welcome both Caleb and his host employer Shelly Beach Mechanical to the program” Peter Smith said.
Eighteen year old indigenous youth, Ben Perkins has taken on a 1\textsuperscript{st} Year electrical apprenticeship hosted by local Electrical Contractors ‘Elektron’. Based at Bateau Bay, Elektron is a commercial electrical contracting company with the majority of its work being based in Sydney.

Grant Binns is the business owner and said that: “Even though Ben only started a couple of months ago he is doing really well and has a great attitude which will go toward ensuring a successful apprenticeship”.

A previous student at Brisbane Water High School in Woy Woy, Ben initially had interest in furniture making until his careers advisor suggested he complete a Certificate II in Construction Pathways. It was on completion of this Certificate that Ben then decided to embark on a career as an electrician.

This new indigenous apprenticeship is another example of just one of the schemes under the successful MAC Agreement between Wallarah 2 Coal and Guringai TLAC established in 2015.

The apprenticeship scheme under the MAC Agreement enlists the professional support of Central Coast Group Training (CCGT) for administration of the MAC apprenticeship program as an extension to the broader arrangements that Wallarah 2 Coal Project has CCGT and TAFE.

Peter Smith, Environment and Community Manager of the Wallarah 2 Coal Project, was delighted to meet Ben recently at the office of Central Coast Group Training, Tuggerah and says that Wallarah 2 is proud to support the growth of youth employment on the Central Coast.

Ben is very excited for his future and will commence his TAFE course in Semester 2 at Wyong.

“We welcome both Ben and his host employer Elektron to the benefits of the scheme and wish them every continued success” Peter Smith said.
Booths Motor Group Wyoming have once again hosted apprentices through Central Coast Group Training (CCGT) and Wallarah 2 Coal Project’s Apprenticeship Program.

Steve Kilpatrick is a firm believer that the program works given that Booths Motor Group first joined our program back in 2014. “We have had great success over the years with this apprenticeship program and we had no hesitation in contacting Central Coast Group Training (CCGT) again this year when we were looking to take on some new apprentices,” said Steve.

Both Adrian and Jack are currently in Year 11 and are both completing a school based apprenticeship in Automotive Light Vehicles.

By the time the boys complete their HSC they will only have 3 years left to complete their apprenticeships.

Both students attend Wyong TAFE one day per week and are also required on the job at Booths Motor Group Wyoming, one day per week.

Adrian lives at The Entrance and attends Tuggerah Lakes Secondary College. “My father is a mechanic and I have tinkered in the garage a lot with Dad”, said Adrian. A career in a mechanical trade has always been on my mind and it’s great to be able to start my apprenticeship while I am still at school”, added Adrian.

Jack attends Narara High School, lives at Wyong and plays Rugby League for the Ourimbah Magpies.

“After completing two weeks work experience during the school holidays here at Booths Motor Group I was keen to pursue a career in a mechanical trade”, said Jack. The best thing is I can obtain my Higher School Certificate and start my apprenticeship all at the same time, added Jack.

Peter Smith from Wallarah 2 Coal Project had the pleasure of meeting both Adrian & Jack in the workshop with their Booths Supervisor, Steve Kilpatrick.

“Both of these boys are keen as mustard to do well” said Peter, “and with the support and expertise of their experienced host, Booths Motor Group, they are both sure to succeed.”

“It is such a pleasure to support such enthusiastic young students like Adrian and Jack and we congratulate Booths Motor Group Wyoming for joining with us again along with Central Coast Group Training (CCGT)”, added Peter.

This combined assistance ensures an encouraging future ahead for both boys.
Harrison Duggan, ProTruck

The Central Coast was in the grips of a youth unemployment crisis and 16-year-old Harrison Duggan was one of thousands facing the uncertainty of unemployment until he was offered his apprenticeship with ProTruck in Fountaindale.

Harrison was placed in his heavy vehicle mechanical apprenticeship by Central Coast Group Training (CCGT) in partnership with Wallarah 2. Harrison was one of four apprentices to receive funding under this agreement in 2015.

We recently caught up with Harrison to find out how he found the first year of his apprenticeship and were pleased to hear that he is enjoying every minute.

“I absolutely love it and just want to keep learning more and more,” said Harrison.

“I have my own mini workshop at home with a hoist and have spent lots of time with Dad on fixing parts of cars and bikes.

“The opportunity to undertake a heavy vehicle apprenticeship is even more exciting as everything is so much bigger,” added Harrison.

Kenny Barry, Project Manager of the Wallarah 2 Coal Project, says that the Project is proud to support the growth of youth employment on the Central Coast.

“Central Coast Group Training plays a pivotal role in placing people in apprenticeships and traineeships with host employers, helping business owners bear some of the grunt of taking on an apprentice,” said Kenny.

Wallarah 2 is supporting another four new apprentices with Central Coast Group Training in 2016, two of which are school based apprentices.
William Chandler-Van Vliet, ELN Ford Tuggerah

William is a quarter-generation descendant of the Kamilaroi tribe on his father’s side and shares a keen interest in his family’s history.

He is undertaking his apprenticeship with ELN Ford at Tuggerah and, with the exception of one day a week at TAFE, is in the workshop full time learning the practical skills of the mechanical trade.

18-year-old William Chandler-Van Vliet is undertaking his first year mechanical apprenticeship in 2016, which is funded and supported by Wallarah 2.

While it was a general interest in cars that drew William to pursue an apprenticeship in mechanics, he is enthusiastically soaking up as much knowledge of the trade as he can.

“One day I hope I can start working independently on cars and maybe even learn more about diesel vehicles” he said, adding that he wants to complete his Certificate III in Mechanics.

“At the moment I’m working on petrol vehicles, mainly helping with general servicing of over a dozen cars every day.”

William is enjoying the hands on training he is getting from experienced tradesmen in the ELN Ford workshop and says he would definitely encourage other young Indigenous and Aboriginal people to get involved in an apprenticeship.

Wallarah 2 is proud to be supporting local young Indigenous people through the apprenticeship scheme in partnership with Guringai TLAC.

The program not only has clear benefits in supporting education and training, it is an opportunity to bring increased awareness of Indigenous and Aboriginal culture, identity and heritage to our local community.
George Roth, Owner of Coastwide Site Services Somersby has known Blake Halfnights for a number of years. Not only is Blake a friend of the family but he also attended school with my children, said George. I heard on the grapevine that Blake was looking for an apprenticeship and for me it was an easy decision to offer him a start, added George.

Sixteen year old Blake who attended school at Kariong High jumped at the chance. "Dad’s a fitter and turner and I always wanted to work in the metal fabrication trade", said Blake.

“I am so lucky to be given this opportunity by George and would like to thank him along with Central Coast Group Training and Wallarah 2 Coal Project for making this a reality”, said Blake.

Blake’s apprenticeship has been made possible through the Wallarah 2 Coal Project’s Apprenticeships Scheme. A Memorandum of Understanding with Central Coast Group Training enables Wallarah 2 Coal Project to continue to provide funding and support to apprentices seeking placement in the electrical, automotive and engineering trades. More than 24 apprentices and trainees have benefited from the scheme to date and Blake will be among several more in 2018.

Peter Smith, Environment & Community Manager, met both Blake and George at Coastwide Site Services Somersby workshop recently and was very impressed.

“It is fantastic to see such enthusiasm from Blake and also the outstanding support and training he is getting from Coastwide Site Services”, said Peter. “We would like to welcome both Blake and Coastwide Site Services to the scheme.”

Blake has been on the job for four months and attends Gosford TAFE one day per week. In his spare time Blake enjoys playing soccer, riding motorbikes and camping. Blake is currently on his learner’s permit and is looking forward to obtaining his full driver licence in the coming months.

“Good Luck Blake”.

Kirsten Murphy from Central Coast Group Training, 1st Year Apprentice, Blake Halfnights, Peter Smith from Wallarah 2 and George Roth, Owner of Coastwide Site Services
Seventeen year old James Dalton, has taken on a 1st year Automotive Mechanical Technician apprenticeship hosted by local business Shents Automotive.

Based in Wyong, Shents Automotive has been operating for almost 6 years and business owner Phil Shenton couldn’t be happier with James’ performance so far.

“It’s early days’ said Phil, ‘but James is already showing a great work ethic and enthusiasm to learn’.

“Employing James was quite an easy decision for me”, added Phil. He is a good mate of my son and I was already quite familiar with him.

A former Wyong High Student, James completed work experience at Shents Automotive late last year and at the time he was unsure of a career path. After 2 weeks work experience James had made a decision and Phil was happy to offer him a start.

James’s apprenticeship has been made possible through the Wallarah 2 Coal Project’s Apprenticeships Scheme.

A Memorandum of Understanding with Central Coast Group Training enables Wallarah 2 Coal Project to continue to provide funding and support to apprentices seeking placement in the electrical, automotive and engineering trades.

Peter Smith, Environment & Community Manager for Wallarah 2 was impressed with his recent site visit at Shents Automotive.

‘It’s great to see the smiles on the faces of any new apprentice and James certainly seems over the moon with his new placement’, said Peter.

James has commenced Tafe at Wyong and will be required to attend every Thursday.

In the meantime James, who is currently on his L’s, is hoping to get as many hours as he can so he can sit for his provisional licence later this year.

“Good Luck James”.

Peter Smith, Environment & Community Manager Wallarah 2 with Phil Shenton, Business owner of Shents Automotive and 1st Year Apprentice James Dalton
All States Trailer Spares have again hosted an apprentice through Central Coast Group Training (CCGT) and Wallarah 2 Coal Projects Apprenticeship Program and Sam is over the moon at his opportunity.

Local Kilarney Vale student, Samuel Meerman is excited about his future after gaining a placement as a school based apprentice to complete his Certificate III in Engineering Fabrication with All States Trailer Spares.

Sam started high school at Wyong High and after receiving some advice from his Year 10 careers advisor last year, Sam has made the move to Tuggerah Lakes Secondary College at The Entrance Campus to complete Years 11 & 12 and attain his Higher School Certificate.

It’s already shaping up to be a big year for Sam, changing schools, starting a school based apprenticeship and learning to drive but Sam says he is ready for the challenge.

“I have settled into senior campus, working 1 day a week here and have already started my course at Gosford TAFE”, said Sam. “I am very grateful for the opportunity that All States Trailer Spares have given me”.

“Engineering is something I have always wanted to do and I would also like to thank Central Coast Group Training and the Wallarah 2 Coal Project”, added Sam.

Peter Smith, Environment and Community Manager of the Wallarah 2 Coal Project met Sam on the job at All States Trailer Spares and says that Wallarah 2 are proud to support keen and enthusiastic young apprentices like Sam.

It’s also fantastic to have the support of All States Trailer Spares once again in this Apprenticeship program.

“All States Trailer Spares hosted their first apprentice, Damien Magin, through this program back in 2016. A couple of years down the track and Damien is now in his 3rd year and still going strong” Peter said.

All the signs are positive for Sam to also go on and complete a successful apprenticeship.
Tim Cannard & Aaron Suckling, M Harding Earthmoving, Maintenance and Repair

Wallarah 2 is thrilled to be supporting four new apprentices in 2015 as part of its partnership with Central Coast Group Training.

Recently Peter Smith, Environment & Community Manager and Kenny Barry, Project Manager, from Wallarah 2 caught up with one of those new apprentices, Aaron Suckling and also second year apprentice Tim Cannard who are both working with Mathew Harding from M. Harding Earthmoving.

Tim is in his second year as a sponsored school-based apprentice with Wallarah 2 and said he is still enjoying learning his trade as a boilermaker. According to Tim, one of the things he enjoys most is, “The opportunity to learn from and work with other qualified tradesmen.

“I have also had the chance to learn new things that I never thought I would, like valuable mechanical skills.

“A lot of people helped me to get here, my career advisor, family and of course Central Coast Group Training and Wallarah 2. I have friends still looking for an opportunity to learn a trade; I know I am very lucky to have this opportunity,” concluded Tim.

Aaron is a newly sponsored apprentice working through his first year as a full time mechanical apprentice.

“I am having loads of fun. I love it,” says Aaron.

I have always loved fixing things and now I am working on heavy vehicles as a diesel mechanic, learning from people with loads of experience. Hopefully one day I will have the opportunity to work as a manager, growing and developing my skills.”

L-R: Mathew Harding, Aaron Suckling & Tim Cannard
Joshua Rourke, Davebilt

Joshua Rourke started in early 2019 with Davebilt Industries in Gosford as a mature-aged apprentice. The local firm owned by Greg Byrne has a proud 54 year history in metal fabrication in Gosford and has a significant record in employing and training apprentices.

Joshua, 27, is thrilled with his new job: “I am now working close to my Gosford home and have the local TAFE also close by.” Previously he spent several hours a day commuting to and from Sydney while working in construction on one of the tunnels forming part of the extensive Sydney transport infrastructure program.

He is now looking forward to undertaking welding and related work as part of the capable team at Davebilt industries which services industrial and commercial projects as well as top-end architectural designed houses.

With the extra time Joshua now has with this great and very convenient local job, what does he do? “I enjoy getting on the motorbike and also doing the odd running exercise with a mate or two” revealed Joshua.

Joshua’s apprenticeship has been made possible through a Memorandum of Understanding between Central Coast Group Training and the Wallarah 2 Coal Project who continue to provide funding and support to apprentices seeking placement in the electrical, automotive and engineering trades.
Booths Motor Group Tuggerah have taken on Year 11 student Montana Hottes as a School Based Apprentice through Central Coast Group Training (CCGT) and Wallarah 2 Coal Project’s 2019 Apprenticeship Program.

Alan Milliner Supervisor at Booths said, “It is fantastic to see a young lady in a non-traditional trade”

“Montana is very focussed and it is a pleasure to teach someone with such enthusiasm and drive”, added Alan.

Montana, who is studying at Wyong High School, will be completing a school based apprenticeship in Automotive Light Vehicles.

By the time Montana completes her HSC she will only have 3 years left to complete her apprenticeship.

She will be attending Wyong TAFE one day per week and will also be required on the job at Booths Motor Group Tuggerah, one day per week.

“I am so excited to be given this opportunity”, said Montana. I have always loved cars and enjoyed gaining experience working with my father in his tyre business, my ultimate dream is to be a monster truck driver, added Montana.

Peter Smith from Wallarah 2 Coal Project had the pleasure of meeting Montana in the Booths workshop with her Supervisor Alan Milliner.

“Montana is keen to make the most of her opportunity” said Peter, “and with the support and expertise of her experienced host, Booths Motor Group, she is sure to succeed.”

“It is such a pleasure to support such an enthusiastic young student like Montana and we congratulate Booths Tuggerah for joining with us again along with Central Coast Group Training (CCGT)”, added Peter.

It is shaping up to be a big year for Montana, not only has she gained an apprenticeship but she has also been selected in the 2019 Central Coast’s State Representative Hockey Team – “Congratulations Montana”.

1st Year School Based Apprentice, Montana Hottes with Alan Milliner from Booths Motor Group Tuggerah